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From Marthall Tree Products Ltd

CHRiSTMAS SHUTDOWN
We will be closing at 1.00

m. on Wednesday, 21 st December and reopening on

Wednesday, 4th January at

00

m. May we take this opportunity to thank you for

your business in 2005 and wish you a

Christmas and a prosperous New

PRICES A D
2.5% INFLATION

NEW ITEMS
We
introduced many new items into stock
a small seiection of tools. All of these items will appear
in a refreshed price list due early next year.

TRELLIS & CLASSIC
RANGE
We now have, in stock, various types of trellis, together
with the panels from our new Classic Range.
now you should all have received our Classic Range
brochure. These items are being sourced through our
main mill in Northern Ireland, A. Diamond & Sons. Many
of you will associate them with service and quality and,
having seen the products myself prior to launching the
I found the quality to be excellent. Some of you
will recall our previous failed attempt to offer such a
some two
ago with Jagram products. We
know, this time, we will be able to supply these items!

We have become alarmed at the number of price rise
letters arriving over a large range of products. One
recent one listed 24 different products increasing in price
from 4 to
a 13% increase. We have
a copy to our local M.P., George Osborne, so
he can ask Tony, where is his 2.5% inflation?
As for
we are trying to maintain current price
levels for as long as possible, but while we intend to hold
the vast majority of our prices there will have to be some
minor revisions.

WEBSITE
We

have a website up and running
details in the New Year.

ACCOUNTS

MAIL ORDERS
& ENQUIRIES
Orders and

can be sent

bye-mail to:

davidgodsmark@btconnect.com

COLLECTION
ROM YARD
As we now have up to 4
we want to create a
system whereby customers call at the office FIRST to
obtain their paperwork and then are loaded by our
We fully
that
customers have had 14 years
of self service and now have a habit of loading
themselves so it will take you a liWe time to get used to
our system
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the error on our first batch of statements
30-10-05. We are
but
over to
and you will have correct
and statements shortly.

Could we
remind all customers that our terms are
net monthly
which means goods received in
January become due for payment at the end of
February.

YOUR DETAILS
Could you
provide us with your e-mail
you have one and re-confirm your
code.
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